A particular Volterra -Stieltje convolution integral equation arising in the mathematical modelling of aquifers is investigated. One direct and two ' inverse problems are formulated and analysed with respect to the uniqueness, existence and stability of associated solutions.
Introduction
Let C [O, 1] be the space of all real continuous functions on [0, 11, .II CEO, 1] be the space of all continuoàsly differentiable real functions on [0, 1] and with 1 g 11 = hIhI + hIg 'hh designate thd associated norm (g' denotes the first derivative of g) as well as' the norm of all bounded linear operators from C ' [O , 1] into CEO, 11. Moreover, Po ' v 0 , v min and Vmax are assumed to be fixed positive values throughout this paper.. Finally, we denote by .
. satisfying the Volterra -S tie] tjes convolution integral equation
f X(t -t)dQ(r) =p(t) Po ' )
for'Which the following three problems are of interest:
(P1) Find pE P if p0 >0, v E V and xE Yare given! (P2) Find -v € V if v0 > 0, p E P and x € 2áre given! -(P3) Find x€ Yifp€ P and v€ V are giveh!
The purpose of the present paper is to make statementh regarding the existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions to these three problems. Thus, we are going to decide whether (PI), (P2) and(P3) are well-posed or ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard (of. è.g: [7, p. 16] ).
Remark 1: Triples (p, v, x) satisfying (1) arise in the mathematical modelling of aquifers by means of the influence function mthod (see e.g. [2] ).' In this context, the time-dependent functions p and v represent reservoir pressure and volume of gas, i.e., the field data of an aquifer. The pore volume of the aquifer is reflected by the continuous function Q. Finally, the monotonic nonincreasing smooth funö-tion x has memory character. It is a material function expressing the response to field data changes caused by the special geometry and by , the geological properties of the aquifer.
Remark 2: It is evidert that changes of the function values p(t) for growing time t are always caused by the behaviour of v(T) (0 t). The conditions of this causality are given by the function x. Therefore, (P1) is a direct-problem, whereas (P2) and (P3) are both of inverse nature (as for inverse problems cf. [4] ). From another point of view. (P1) is a prediction problem, since p is to be predicted when v is prescribed. Then, (P2) gets a control problem: How to choose v in order to obtain the desired function p. Finally, (P3) may be considered to be a problem of parameter identification (cf. e.g. [6] ).
-'
Intrinsic properties of the occurring operators. -
For a given triple (p, V. x). € P x V x 2", the function F defined by
is continuous (as for £2 cf. (1)). Namely, the integral
-' exists. Thus, we can express equ'ation (1) in the form of an operator equation v, x)=0, 1] .
-may be rewritten in the form 
: .
•
hold.
• -.
Proof: Let us factorize A'()p = (A 2 + I) A 1 p, where I denotes the unity operator and
•.
• ^k(t,= - 
Therefore, (A'())-' exists and clue to ll(
x (0) x (1) and thus the inequality (4). Moreover,
provides formula (3) I
The factorization technique used above also helps to investigate the operator B • and its Fréchet derivative B': 
as well as --
Finally, let us consider the Fréchet derivative
where
the definition of Q and Q0 cf. (1) and (2)). If considering the continuous function
we can also write '
(8 This is due to 
Proof: The inequality (9) follows from I -
IiI. On the other hand, the compactness of C' is a consequence of formula (8). Define the operators (7)) and
Then C1 and C, are both compact. As for C1 we refer e.g. to Then x(t)' = 0 (0 t 1). . whenever there is no e > 0 such that y(t) = const (0 t Proof: As already discussed above we can write
instead of (10). For x(0) 0, this would contradict the well-known fact that Volthrra integral operators with continuous kernels cannot-have nonzero cigenvalues (cf. e.g. [5, p. 435] x V x satisfying equation (1). As we will show; all values j(t) (0 £ 1) associated with such, triples are uniformly bounded below and above by a couple of positive values Pmin and Pniax• These upper and lower bounds depend on the given values Po' V0 , Vmjn and Vmax . However, they are completely independent of the function x E Y. Such a behaviour, reminds us of the maximum principle established.for classes of heat equation problems. Thus, problem' (P1) is closely related to initial-boundary value problems in parabolic partial differential equations. Furthermore, the particular maximum principle stated below helps studying the correctness of inverse problems' (P2) and (P3). On the other -hand, it is of particular interest for the theory of nonlinear Volterra integral equations. 
Po Consequently, we get the right-hand side inequality of (11)
(0t1).
P(I) P0,,,•

V0
This implies,
Vmax'
and thus the left-hand side inequality of (12). By chOosing 1 so that Q(t)
) the other couple of inequalities is derived in an analogous way I
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Thus we are able to confine our considerations in the sequel to the subset ci (cf. (12) 
where the continuous nonlinear operator L: (0), (0)) -
e f o r m u l a e ' L(p ,?9 ).(t ) fx(t -) d -pr(t) +Po
The results f this section show that (P1)-is well-posed in the sense of Haclamard. In addition, the formulae (14) and (15) yield measures for the sensitivity of solutions with respect to perturbations in the data.
-5. A uniqueness and stability theorem-regarding problem (P2) -As we know, problem (P2) is of inverse nature. Thus, we suspect that it is ill-posed. Indeed, if p € 594 but p J JP_ , then as a 'consequence of Theorem 1 there is, independently of the choice of x E Y, no element v € V such that equation (1) may be satisfied. Thus, the existence requirement of Hadamard 's well-posed ness definition, is injured. However, it is known that we-have at least one element of P, namely the constant • function p(t)'= Po (0 t 1), that possesses a solution v € V to problem (P2) (see' the proof of Theorem 2). From the example formulated below we will learn that the obviously closed union set of solutions v € V to (P2) over all elements p -E S9 --is not necessarily convex.
Example: Let us now consider the extremal case x(t) = c > 0 (0 < t.:5-,1).
verified from (16) form a continuous function p € 55. As formula (17) shows,1p(t) does not depend on v(r) (0 < r <t). On the other hand, for given p(t) > 0, we derive the uniquely determined value --- 
whenever E V and € V are solutions of (P2) corresponding to P € and P E respectively. On the other hand, for given 'v 0 > 0 and p € P, we obtain- 
For given x € I, let .0, .6 denote the solutions of (21) (1) x(1)
Now, for given p € , let Q, S' 2 denote the solutions to (21) according to 2 and , respectively. Then ^Qo - • Provided p € P and v E V are given the identification problem (P3) is expressed by -the linear equation
Therefoie, the properties of solutions to problem, (P3) may be derived from the -
is equivalent to Q(t) =Q0 (0 t' e). This is due to the madniuru principle established in-rrlleorern 1. Thus, Theorem 5 immediatel y follows from Lemma 3 I
In order to identify the function x E .( in a unique manner, it suffices to require V a non-steady state of v for an arbitrarily small initial interval t € [0, s] . However, --in the computational identification of x based on observation data of p and v substantial difficulties arise from the instability of (P3) outlined above.
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